Introduction
When the four fingers of a hand act together and generate force in a pressing or gripping task, they act not as independent force generators but show characteristics of inter-finger interaction (Johansson et al., 1988; Li et al., 1998a Li et al., , 1998b Zatsiorsky et al., 1998) . Finger coordination within a hand during maximal voluntary force production (MVC) tasks in isometric conditions has been studied as a model of the problem of motor redundancy Zatsiorsky et al., 1998) . A number of characteristics have been introduced to describe finger interaction in such tasks. These include, in particular: sharing (total force is shared among the fingers in a certain pattern preserved over a range of total force; Li et S. Li al ., 1998a, 1998b) ; deficit (peak force generated by a finger in a multi-finger MVC task is smaller than its peak force in a single-finger MVC task; Li et al., 1998a ; similar findings were also described by Ohtsuki, 1981; Kinoshita et al., 1996) ; and enslaving (voluntary force production by a finger is accompanied by involuntary force generation by other fingers of the hand; Zatsiorsky et al., 1998 ; for similar findings see also Kilbreath & Gandevia, 1994; Hager-Ross & Schieber, 1999) . Note that lower enslaving may be viewed as an index of better control of individual finger forces.
Finger interaction within a hand has been discussed as resulting from both peripheral factors, including shared muscles and passive connections (Kilbreath & Gandevia, 1994; Leijnse et al., 1993; Li et al., 1998a) , and a central neural organization of the fingers into a structural unit (Gelfand, 1991; Gelfand & Tsetlin, 1965; Latash et al., 1998) . A principle of minimization of secondary moments has been introduced as an organizational principle reducing the redundancy of the multi-finger system . This principle assumes that sharing patterns, as well as patterns of finger enslaving are organized so as to minimize the total moment created by all the fingers about the longitudinal axis of the forearm.
In most studies, however, experiments were performed using the right hand of righthanded subjects. One purpose of the present study was to extend the results to finger coordination in the non-dominant hand. In particular, we planned to focus on the following questions: Are force sharing patterns similar between the two hands? In a recent study of grip tasks (Talsania & Kozin, 1998) , no hand-specific differences have been reported between individual digit contributions to total force. Will the fingers of the two hands demonstrate similar force deficit indices? The lack of recruitment of high-threshold motor units (MUs) has been assumed to contribute to force deficit in multi-finger tasks and bilateral force deficit (Danion et al., 2000; Koh et al., 1993) . Since the preferentially used muscles have been reported to contain a relatively higher proportion of slow-twitch fibers (Adam et al., 1998; Loscher & Gallasch, 1993) , higher force deficit may be expected in the left hand. Does the left hand of right-handed subjects demonstrate higher indices of enslaving? This question is non-trivial because, in certain tasks, the non-dominant hand has been reported to possess similar (McManus et al., 1986; Watson & Kimura, 1989) or even higher skill (Kimura & Vanderwolf, 1970 ) as compared to the dominant hand.
Force deficit during multi-finger tasks resembles the well-known phenomenon of bilateral deficit: When subjects are asked to produce maximal force by two homologous effectors simultaneously (e.g., by extending the right and left knee against a stop), the total peak force is typically smaller than the sum of peak forces that are achieved by the effectors when they act independently (Hakkinen et al., 1997; Koh et al., 1993) . Phenomena of bilateral deficit have been described for different effectors including fingers (Oda & Moritani, 1995; Vint et al., 1999) . The magnitude of the deficit typically ranges from 3% to 25% (also see Archontides & Fazey, 1993) . Note that typical values of force deficit in multi-finger force production tasks have also been reported within the same range (Danion et al., 2000; Li et al., 1998a; Zatsiorsky et al., 1998) . The following questions emerge: Are inter-finger force deficit and bilateral deficit phenomena of the same central origin? Will force production by a set of fingers that belong to two hands show the same general regularities and obey the same general principles as when the fingers belong to one hand?
To summarize, the main purposes of the present experimental study were to compare characteristics of finger interaction during force production tasks between the right and left hands of right-handed subjects, as well as to study finger interactions in force production tasks involving fingers of both hands. 
Methods
Thirteen unpaid healthy volunteers, 11 males and 2 females (age: 25 to 46 years; weight: 72.8 ± 12 kg; height: 1.79 ± 0.09 m), took part as subjects in the experiments. All of them were right-handed according to their preferential use of the right hand during writing and eating. All the subjects gave informed consent according to the procedures approved by the Office for Regulatory Compliance of the Pennsylvania State University.
During testing, the subject was seated in a chair facing the testing table with his/her upper arms at approximately 45° of abduction in the frontal plane and 45° of flexion in the sagittal plane, the elbows at approximately 45° of flexion. A wooden board supported the wrists and the forearms; two pairs of Velcro straps were used to prevent forearm or hand motion during the tests. Two wooden pieces shaped to fit comfortably under the subject's palm were placed underneath each palm to help maintain a constant configuration of the hand and fingers. The subject viewed a monitor that displayed actual force outputs of individual fingers ( Figure 1A ).
Four piezoelectric sensors (Model 208A03, Piezotronic) were used for force measurement. Analog output signals from the sensors were connected to separate AC/DC conditioners (M482M66, Piezotronic). The system was operating in a DC-coupled mode, utilizing the sensor's discharge time constant as established by the built-in microelectronic circuit within the sensor. The system gave approximately 1% error over the typical epoch of signal recording. Cotton covers were attached to the upper surface of the sensors to increase friction and prevent the influence of finger skin temperature on the measurements. The sensors were placed under four of the eight fingers. Four support posts without force sensors, exactly matching the size of the sensors, were placed under the other four fingers.
The sensors and the support posts were mounted inside two identical steel frames (140 mm ϫ 90 mm each); four units within each frame (see Figure 1A) . The sensors and posts were medio-laterally distributed 30 mm apart within each frame. The position of the sensors and posts could be adjusted in the forward-backwards direction within a range of 60 mm to fit individual subject's anatomy. The steel frames with sensors and posts were placed inside a groove in the wooden board and positioned so that the subject could place his or her fingers of both hands comfortably on the sensors/posts while preserving the described arm configuration. In order to provide a comfortable posture for each subject, the distance between the two hands was scaled with respect to the intershoulder distance. The average distance between the two index fingers was 380 mm. The subjects were allowed to select comfortable positions of the thumbs. These positions were marked and reproduced throughout the experiment. A Gateway 450 MHz microcomputer was used for data acquisition and processing. The data were collected at a frequency of 50 Hz.
The experiment consisted of three major parts: (a) force production by fingers of the right hand; (b) force production by fingers of the left hand; and (c) force production by fingers of two hands acting together.
Each part included a number of individual trials. In each trial, the subject was asked to produce maximal force by pressing on the sensors with one, two, or four fingers. The subjects were explicitly instructed not to lift other, "uninvolved" fingers off the sensors/ posts. They were asked not to pay attention to possible force generation by other fingers as long as the explicitly involved fingers produced maximal force. Prior to each trial, the subject sat relaxed. Then, the computer generated two rings (the "get ready" signal), and a red trace started to move across the screen. Two vertical lines were placed on the screen showing the subject the time zone within which they were expected to produce force. The subject was required to start pressing on the sensors when the red trace reached the left vertical line and to produce peak force within 2 s (the time it took the trace to reach the right vertical line). Then, the subject was instructed to relax and wait for the next trial. The intervals between successive trials were about 15 s. Two trials were performed for each task, and the data from a trial with the higher total force level produced by the explicitly involved finger(s) were analyzed. Prior to each part of the experiment, subjects performed several practice trials with different finger combinations until they felt comfortable with the task (typically, between 5 and 10 trials).
Within the first part, tasks included MVC force generation by each of the four fingers of the right hand (I = index, M = middle, R = ring, and L = little finger), by each pair of fingers (IM, IR, IL, MR, ML, and RL) and by all four fingers acting together (IMRL). The same tasks were included in the second part, but forces were generated by fingers of the left hand. Within the third part, subjects were asked to produce MVC forces by the following finger combinations:
where subscripts R and L refer to the right and left hand, respectively. These particular combinations were selected to test the effects of involving symmetrical and asymmetrical finger groups, as well as possible enslaving effects, and taking into account the limitations of the setup (in particular, the total number of force channels). The order of the parts, as well as the order of tasks within each part, were pseudo-randomized across subjects to reduce possible effects of fatigue.
Within each trial, the force value of each finger was measured at the moment when the maximal force value was reached for the explicit task. A typical set of data recorded within the first part of the experiment is presented in Figure 1B . Several dependent variables were calculated.
1. Force deficit for a set of fingers was defined as the difference between the sum of MVCs of the fingers during the single-finger tasks and the maximal total force produced by these fingers in the multi-finger task. Force deficit could be expressed in absolute units (N) or in percent with respect to the sum of MVCs of the fingers during the single-finger tasks. Force deficit for a single finger is defined as the difference between this finger's MVC in a single-finger task and its maximal force in a fourfinger task. It could also be expressed in absolute units (N) and in percent of MVC of this particular finger in the single-finger task.
2. Force share of a finger in a two-or four-finger task was defined as the percentage of force generated by this finger as compared to the total force in the task (see Figure  1B) . Note that the sum of the individual shares of all the fingers explicitly involved in a task (two or four fingers) always equals 100%.
3. Enslaving forces were produced by fingers that were not explicitly involved in a task (see the non-bold numbers in Figure 1B ). Enslaving was expressed as the average value of all these forces produced during single-finger tasks so that it represented the average force magnitude produced by a slave finger (in N). It was further expressed, for each slave finger, in percent with respect to the MVC produced by this finger during its single-finger task.
4. The neutral line is an imaginary line parallel to the longitudinal axis of the hand with respect to which the sum of the four moments generated by individual finger forces in a four-finger task is zero. The position of the neutral line was expressed in centimeters from the middle finger (positive values indicate that the neutral line is between middle finger and ring finger, whereas negative values indicate that it is between index finger and middle finger). We assumed point force application for each individual finger, no horizontal forces, and a constant interval of 3 cm between each pair of fingers. Therefore the expression for the neutral line position (NL, expressed in cm) based on individual finger forces (
Repeated-measures ANOVAs were used, with the main factors being SIDE (two levels, Right and Left), FINGER (four levels, Index, Middle, Ring, and Little), and TASK (the number of levels depended on particular comparisons). Sharing patterns were compared using MANOVAs. Rao's R was used to assess the significance of these tests. Because the four individual shares did not constitute a set of independent variables (since their sum is always 100%), sharing patterns during four-finger tasks were compared using three shares only (for the index, middle, and ring fingers). Student's paired, two-tailed t tests were also used.
Results
Indices of finger coordination showed both similarities and differences between the hands (Table 1) . Predictably, the left hand was significantly weaker (on average, by 11.5%; p < .05), and this difference was statistically significant across single-finger tasks and across two-finger tasks separately (p < .05).
When individual shares of fingers within four-finger tasks were compared, no significant differences were observed between the two hands. However, when the sum of the shares of the index and middle fingers, and the sum of the shares of the ring and little fingers were compared, statistically significant differences were observed. In particular, the share of the index-middle finger pair was higher in the left hand, while the share of the ring-little pair was lower (p < .05; Figure 2A) .
This difference in the shares of the finger pairs was reflected in the position of the neutral line. In the left hand, the neutral line was shifted significantly towards the index finger (-0.08 cm in the right hand, +0.26 cm in the left hand; p < .05).
Enslaving effects expressed in relative units were significantly stronger for fingers of the left hand ( Figure 2B ). In other words, fingers that were not explicitly involved in a task produced relatively larger forces during force production by the left hand. These effects were statistically significant when evaluated across all the tests (p < .05) and also when tested across single-finger tests separately (p < .05).
There were no differences in force deficit expressed in relative units between the hands. The average magnitude of force deficit per finger was 27% for two-finger tasks and 31.7% for four-finger tasks. During four-finger tasks performed by two fingers of the right hand and two fingers of the left hand, some of the effects were significantly different between the symmetrical finger combination [index and middle fingers of both hands acting in parallel (IM R + IM L )] and the asymmetrical finger combination [index and middle fingers of the right hand acting simultaneously with the ring and little fingers of the left hand (IM R + RL L )]. In particular, (IM R + IM L ) task was associated with a small, statistically not significant additional drop in peak force produced by each of the index-middle finger groups as compared to corresponding single-hand, two-finger tasks, IM R and IM L (between 2 and 2.5% of corresponding MVCs; see Figures 3A & 3B) . In other words, no significant bilateral deficit effects were observed. In contrast, the asymmetrical four-finger task (IM R + RL L ) showed significant, asymmetrical between-hand interactions.
For the (IM R + RL L ) task, we are going to compare the peak forces produced by pairs of fingers within each hand in three conditions: (a) When the fingers performed twofinger tasks by one hand only (IM R or RL L ); (b) when these fingers were involved in a single-hand four-finger task (IMRL R or IMRL L ); and (c) when the fingers were involved in the four-finger two-hand task (IM R + RL L ).
During the asymmetrical, two-hand, four-finger task (IM R + RL L ), the force deficit was higher as compared to IM R task and RL L task separately (Tables 1 and 2 ). The force of the left hand fingers (the ring-little finger group, 30.5 ± 3.7 N) dropped by 9.8% as compared to these fingers performing the two-finger task separately (33.8 ± 3.6 N; see Figure  3C ). These effects were not statistically significant. The force of the right hand indexmiddle finger group dropped by 15% when they were acting together with the left hand ring-little finger group, and these effects were significant (61.2 ± 5 N vs. 51.8 ± 5 N, p < .05; see Figure 3B ). The force deficit calculated for the right hand index-middle finger group when they acted together with the left hand ring-little finger group was slightly higher (by about 3%, statistically not significant) than during the four-finger task performed by the fingers of the right hand, IMRL R ( Figure 3B ). For the left hand, the force deficit of the ring-little finger group when they acted together with the right hand index-middle finger group was significantly smaller than during the four-finger task performed by the fingers of the left hand, IMRL L (28.7% vs. 40.4%, p < .05; Figure 3C ). The total force deficit calculated for all four fingers involved in the (IM R + RL L ) task was not different from its magnitude in IMRL tasks performed by the right or by the left hand separately ( Figure 3A) . Sharing patterns among the four fingers of the two hands (IM R + RL L ) did not differ from sharing patterns observed during single-hand four-finger tasks performed by either the left hand or the right hand. These patterns were also not significantly different from "virtual" sharing patterns calculated based on an assumption that all fingers of a hand could produce their absolute maximal forces when acting simultaneously (i.e., in the absence of force deficit).
During two-hand, two-finger tasks [right middle finger and left little finger task (M R + L L ), and right little-finger and left middle-finger task (L R + M L )], a different type of asymmetry was observed ( Figure 3D ; Tables 1 and 2 ). There were no significant changes in the maximal force of the left hand fingers when a right hand finger acted simultaneously: The peak force of the left little finger in the (M R + L L ) task was not significantly different from its peak force in the single-finger left little finger task (7% difference, 19.2 ± 2.5 N vs. 20.7 ± 2.6 N, p > .05), while the peak force of the left middle finger in the (L R + M L ) task was not significantly different from its peak force in the left middle finger task (9% difference, 30.2 ± 3.7 N vs. 32.9 ± 3.4 N; p > .05). In contrast, fingers of the right hand showed a significant drop in their peak force when acting simultaneously with a left hand finger-in other words, the peak force of the right middle finger in the (M R + L L ) task was significantly smaller than its peak force in the single-finger right middle finger task (by 19%, 29.3 ± 3.6 N vs. 36 .1 ± 3.8 N, p < .05), while the peak force of the right little finger in the (L R + M L ) task was significantly smaller than its peak force in the right little finger task (by 21%, 19.2 ± 2.5 N vs. 24.2 ± 2.3 N, p < .05). This drop in force was, however, significantly smaller than the force deficit of the right hand fingers observed during the corresponding single-hand task, ML R (21% vs. 39.5%, p < .05; Figure 3D ).
Enslaving effects showed only a minor dependence on tasks during two-finger combinations (M R + L L ), (L R + M L ), ML R , and ML L . Ring finger was the most enslaved one; its average index of enslaving across all the single-finger and two-finger tasks was 34.9% ± 5.4%. This index did not show significant differences across single-hand middle finger tasks, single-hand ML-tasks, and two-hand ML-tasks (on average, 31.8 ± 5.4%). The index finger did not show differences in its enslaving among the two-finger tasks. However, its enslaving index was higher during single-finger middle finger tasks than during twofinger ML-tasks (21.6% vs. 14%, p < .05).
The moment in a frontal plane generated by the forces produced by the master fingers during all bimanual tasks was calculated with respect to a horizontal axis in a sagittal plane, aligned with the midline of the body (i.e., in the middle between the two hands). The magnitude of this moment was then compared to an expected magnitude that could be generated by the master fingers if their forces were the same as in single-hand tasks (i.e., in the absence of bilateral effects). A two-way ANOVA (Expected/Actual, Test) showed that the actual moments were smaller than the expected ones (p < .05) by about 40 % (2.06 vs. 3.4 Nm). There was also a main effect of Test (p < .05), as well as a significant interaction between Expected/Actual and Test (p < .05). Additional analysis has revealed that this decrease in the moment was much more effective for the (IM R + RL L ) task, in which the expected moment (7.4 Nm) was considerably higher than in the three other tasks (2.06 ± 0.15 Nm across conditions).
Discussion
Based on our observations, we can suggest at least tentative answers to all the questions posed in the Introduction. In general, differences were observed between indices of finger performance and interaction for the right hand and for the left hand. These differences ranged from nearly trivial (e.g., the lower peak forces produced by the fingers of the left hand) to unexpected (e.g., similar indices of force deficit for the two hands). Experiments with force production by fingers of both hands simultaneously yielded findings that have required a reconsideration of the notion of bilateral force deficit and suggested that it may be task-specific and reflect certain optimization principles.
The left hand is known to be weaker in right-handed persons. It demonstrates lower grip forces and lower pinch forces (Crosby et al., 1994; Mathiowetz et al., 1984; Talsania & Kozin, 1998) . The reported differences between peak forces of the left and right hands in right-handed subjects have been within the range of 9-21%. Our observations (11.5% difference) are within the same range.
Enslaving can be viewed as an index of an inability to produce forces by individual fingers in isolation from other fingers. Our observations of the higher indices of enslaving in the left hand may be viewed as a correlate of the lower dexterity of the left hand in righthanded subjects. These results speak against conclusions by Kimura and Vanderwolf (1970) on equal abilities of the right and left hand to perform isolated flexion of a single finger or of pairs of fingers. Note, however, that more recent data collected with an instrumented glove (CyberGlove, Hager-Ross & Schieber, 1999) moderate the position of Kimura and Vanderwolf (1970) .
In the Introduction, we suggested that higher indices of force deficit were expected for the left hand because of the reported smaller proportion of low-threshold motor units for the left hand muscles (Loscher & Gallasch, 1993; Adam et al., 1998) . Our observations of similar indices of the relative force deficit in the two hands (about 32% during fourfinger tasks) suggest that an inability to recruit certain groups of motor units may not be the defining factor for the phenomenon of force deficit. A similar conclusion has been reached in our recent study of the effects of fatigue on finger interaction (Danion et al., 2000) . Force deficit seems likely to get substantial contribution from an interaction within a neural network underlying multi-finger synergies (Zatsiorsky et al., 1998) .
Sharing patterns demonstrated only minor differences across the hands (under 4%), which is consistent with findings by Talsania and Kozin (1998) . One statistically significant observation, however, was not expected prior to the study. This is the shift in the neutral line towards the index finger in the left hand (also reflected in the larger share of the index-middle finger group forces in the left hand). This may be related to different degrees of involvement of the right and left hands in object manipulations that require coordinated force production by different sets of fingers (Cesari & Newell, 1999) .
The principle of minimization of secondary moments was originally introduced as a coordinating principle during force production by four fingers of a hand . It implies that sharing patterns are organized so as to minimize the total moment generated by all the fingers with respect to the longitudinal axis of the hand. More recently, an analysis of the patterns of finger enslaving has suggested that these patterns may also follow the same principle: Moments about the hand longitudinal axis were shown to be smaller in the presence of enslaving forces than when these forces were ignored .
Some of our present findings allow a generalization of this principle to force production by fingers of the two hands. However, for two-hand tasks, the optimization criterion needs to be reformulated as reduction of the total moment with respect to the body midline. In other words, it is suggested that forces generated by fingers of the two hands are coordinated so that their total moment with respect to the midline of the body is reduced. This may be viewed as an attempt to avoid excessive lateral trunk perturbations in the sitting subject.
Experiments with simultaneous force generation by fingers of the two hands have demonstrated no significant bilateral effects when index-middle finger groups were involved in both hands. Significant bilateral effects were seen only during force generation by different fingers or finger groups in the two hands (asymmetrical tasks). These effects included an additional drop in finger forces-in other words, a bilateral force deficit. The magnitude of the bilateral deficit ranged from 7% to 21% which is within the range described for different effectors, in particular for fingers (3% to 25%, Oda & Moritani, 1995; Vint et al., 1999) . The magnitudes of the bilateral force deficit were considerably different in the two hands and reached the level of significance only for the right hand fingers. Note that a group of two fingers within a hand showed a larger drop in force when two other fingers of the hand were involved in the MVC task (within-hand force deficit) as compared to the two-hand four-finger MVC task involving two contralateral fingers (bilateral deficit). For example, force deficit for the ring-little finger group in the left hand during the IMRL L task was about 40%, while force deficit in the same finger group during the IM R + RL L task was only about 30% ( Figure 3C ). These observations suggest that the phenomena of within-hand force deficit and bilateral deficit are of a different origin.
If fingers of the left and right hand involved in a force production task were approximately of the same force generating capabilities, the fingers could produce their maximal forces without generating a substantial secondary moment with respect to the body midline. Therefore, no bilateral deficit effects were expected. This is what we observed in experiments with symmetrical finger group involvement, (IM R + IM L tasks). Note that the difference between the force generating capabilities between the fingers of the right hand and of the left hand was modest (on average, 11.5%), while the difference between the peak forces of the index-middle finger group in the right and left hands was even smaller (9.3%). In contrast, when the peak forces of the finger groups of the right hand and of the left hand are substantially different, the principle of secondary moment reduction predicts that the stronger finger group will show an additional drop in force-a bilateral deficit-while the weaker force group will not show a deficit or will show a smaller deficit. This is exactly what we observed in the (IM R + RL L ) experiment: The force of the right index-middle finger group was significantly smaller as compared to the twofinger IM R experiment, while the force of the left ring-little finger group showed smaller changes that were not statistically significant.
Results of the force deficit analysis during the two-hand, two-finger tasks, (M R + L L ) and (L R + M L ) can also be interpreted based on the introduced optimization principle. Since the left hand fingers are weaker, a larger deficit in the right hand fingers leads to a decrease in the secondary moment.
Our preliminary assessments of moments generated by master fingers in a frontal plane support this hypothesis. The moments generated during two-hand tasks were significantly smaller than those expected if each finger produced its peak force observed in separate single-hand trials. This difference was particularly strong for the (IM R + RL L ) task, in which the expected moment was substantial (7.4 Nm). In the other two-hand tasks, the expected moments were considerably smaller to begin with and left very little room to be further reduced.
The reduction of secondary moment about the body midline in the two-hand tasks is similar to regulating the location of the center of pressure between the two feet during the control of vertical posture (Kavounoudias et al., 1998; Winter et al., 1996) . If reducing trunk perturbations during two-hand force production is an optimization criterion, adjustments of individual finger forces can be viewed as components of postural stabilization.
The suggested generalization of the principle of minimization of secondary moments allows one to consider bilateral force deficit as a reflection of an optimization criterion and, therefore, as a task-dependent phenomenon. However, the observed effects can have a different origin. For example, they can be viewed as suggesting larger force deficits in the dominant hand irrespective of the secondary moments. The limitations of our setup (in particular, the inability to record the forces of all eight fingers simultaneously), and the natural limitations in the number of MVC trials that each subject could perform within a session do not allow us to make a stronger conclusion. Among other potential limitations of the study are the limited visual feedback and the brief time for peak force production that could affect the fingers of the left hand more (Graves & James, 1990) . Besides, the standard finger spacing used in the study did not allow the subjects to use preferred fingertip locations. We plan to overcome these limitations and control the mentioned factors in a future study.
In summary, we found a number of differences between indices of finger coordination when one-hand multi-finger maximal force production tasks were performed by the right hand and by the left hand. In particular, fingers of the left hand demonstrated lower peak forces, higher indices of finger enslaving, and similar indices of force deficit. Significant bilateral effects during force production by fingers of both hands acting in parallel were seen only during tasks involving different fingers or finger groups in the two hands (asymmetrical tasks). The bilateral deficit effects were more pronounced in the relatively stronger finger groups, suggesting a generalization of an earlier introduced principle of minimization of secondary moments.
